Famous Freethinkers

What is a Freethinker?
A freethinker is one who holds that beliefs should be formed on the basis of
science and logic and should not be influenced by emotion, authority, tradition, or
any dogma.
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Many believe “freethinker” is synonymous with “atheist.” However, while an
atheist is a freethinker, not all freethinkers are atheists. Atheists, agnostics, secular
humanists, deists, and most Unitarian Universalists fall under the heading of
“freethinkers.” The only real criterion for being a freethinker is to have arrived at
your belief system independent of preexisting dogma or authority.
Freethinkers and nonbelievers are the last minority that it is still okay to openly
discriminate against. This is because of gross misconceptions about freethinkers.
Some equate it with satanic worship, which is ludicrous considering that
freethinkers do not believe in Satan (or, in most cases, any supernatural beings).
Others think that nonbelievers cannot be moral because they don’t believe in
Heaven or Hell. They believe that if you do not fear Hell or believe in Judgment
Day, you will only act in selfish and impulsive ways. Those who believe this
seem to be insulting themselves from the perspective of the freethinker. We
believe that if you only act morally to avoid eternal damnation, you are acting
from purely selfish motivations. It is as if the person who believes this thinks that
he or she would start committing heinous acts if they suddenly didn’t believe in
the existence of Hell.
Freethinkers believe that morality is a necessary trait arising through evolutionary
means via natural selection. Humans are incredibly interdependent, and require
social living to facilitate individual existence. Those humans who were
genetically inclined to having a conscience (that acted as a reward and punishment
center in our brains) were more likely to be socially adaptive, thrive, and pass on
their sociable genes to their offspring. Over time and through trial and error,
humans learned what specific rules needed to be observed to best ensure social
harmony, which benefits the whole group through increased cooperation and
solidarity. Over time most people evolve to feel good when they abide by social
expectations and feel bad when they fail to meet social expectations.
Furthermore, good and bad are not the province of either believers or
nonbelievers. Many believers have done primarily good things, while others have
done horrible things through holy wars, witch hunts, terrorism, murder of abortion
clinic doctors & homosexuals, etc. It is the same with nonbeliever: some are
good, and some are bad, regardless of what they believe in all cases.

Leslie Nielsen

Jack Nicholson

Uma Thurman

Eleanor Roosevelt

Christopher Reeve

Freethinker Quotes
Thomas Jefferson (founding father) – “Millions of innocent men, women and children since the introduction of Christianity
have been burnt, tortured, fined, imprisoned. Yet we have not advanced one inch towards uniformity. What has been the effect of
coercion? To make one half the world fools and the other half hypocrites. To support roguery and error all over the
earth. . ." [Notes on Virginia]
Elizabeth Cady Stanton (founder of women’s rights movement) – “I found nothing grand in the history of the Jews nor in the
morals inculcated in the Pentateuch. Surely the writers had a very low idea of the nature of their god. They made him not only
anthropomorphic, but of the very lowest type, jealous and revengeful, loving violence rather than mercy. I know of no other
books that so fully teach the subjection and degradation of women." [Women Without Superstition]
Mark Twain (author) - “I cannot see how a man of any large degree of humorous perception can ever be religious--except he
purposely shut the eyes of his mind & keep them shut by force.” [Mark Twain's Notebooks and Journals, Notebook 27]
Bill Gates (Billionaire philanthropist) – “I don’t have any evidence of [the human soul]… Just in terms of allocation of time
resources, religion is not very efficient. There’s a lot more I could be doing on a Sunday morning.” [Time Magazine, 1/13/96]
Warren Buffett (Billionaire philanthropist) - “[Warren] did not subscribe to his family’s religion. Even at a young age he was
too mathematical, too logical, to make the leap of faith. He adopted his father’s ethical underpinnings, but not his belief in an
unseen divinity.” [Buffett: The Making of an American Capitalist]
Stephen Hawking (astrophysicist) - “All that my work has shown is that you don't have to say that the way the universe began
was the personal whim of God.” [Black Holes and Baby Universes and Other Essays]
Abraham Lincoln (U.S. President) - “Mr. Lincoln was never a member of any Church, nor did he believe in the divinity of
Christ, or the inspiration of the Scriptures in the sense understood by evangelical Christians….he consorted with Freethinkers,
joined with them in deriding the gospel story of Jesus, read Volney and Paine, and then wrote a deliberate and labored essay,
wherein he reached conclusions similar to theirs.” [Life of Abraham Lincoln]
Albert Einstein (physicist) - “I cannot imagine a God who rewards and punishes the objects of his creation, whose purposes are
modeled after our own--a God, in short, who is but a reflection of human frailty. Neither can I believe that the individual
survives the death of his body, although feeble souls harbor such thoughts through fear or ridiculous egotism.” [New York Times,
11/9/30]
Jody Foster (actress) - “I absolutely believe what Ellie [Arroway, the atheist astronomer in the movie "Contact"] believes--that
there is no direct evidence, so how could you ask me to believe in God when there's absolutely no evidence that I can see?” [The
Georgia Straight, 7/10/97]
Ulysses S. Grant (U.S. President) - “Leave the matter of religion to the family altar, the Church, and the private schools,
supported entirely by private contributions. Keep the church and state forever separate.” [address delivered in Des Moines, Iowa,
in 1875]
Frank Zappa (musician) - “Anybody who wants religion is welcome to it, as far as I'm concerned--I support your right to enjoy
it. However, I would appreciate it if you exhibited more respect for the rights of those people who do not wish to share your
dogma, rapture, or necrodestination.” [Who’s Who in Hell]
Isaac Asimov (author) - "Properly read, the Bible is the most potent force for atheism ever conceived." (letter, 2/22/66) "I would
not be satisfied to have my kids choose to be religious without trying to argue them out of it, just as I would not be satisfied to
have them decide to smoke regularly or engage in any other practice I considered detrimental to mind or body" [letter, 8/22/63]
Ludwig Van Beethoven (composer) - “There is no record of [Beethoven] ever attending church service or observing the
orthodoxy of his religion. He never went to confession. . . . Generally he viewed priests with mistrust.” [Beethoven: Biography
of a Genius]
Marlon Brando (actor) - “I will not swear on God. I will not swear on God, because I don't believe in the conceptual sense and
in this nonsense. What I will swear on is my children and my grandchildren.” [Brando refusing to cite a religious oath at his
son’s trial]
Andrew Carnegie (philanthropist) - “The whole scheme of Christian Salvation is diabolical as revealed by the creeds. An angry
God, imagine such a creator of the universe. Angry at what he knew was coming and was himself responsible for. Then he sets
himself about to beget a son, in order that the child should beg him to forgive the Sinner. This however he cannot or will not do.
He must punish somebody--so the son offers himself up & our creator punishes the innocent youth, never heard of before--for
the guilty and became reconciled to us. . . . . I decline to accept Salvation from such a fiend.” [Andrew Carnegie, Biography]
Francis Crick (Nobel Prize winning co-discoverer of DNA structure) - “I realized early on that it is detailed scientific
knowledge which makes certain religious beliefs untenable. A knowledge of the true age of the earth and of the fossil record
makes it impossible for any balanced intellect to believe in the literal truth of every part of the Bible in the way that
fundamentalists do. And if some of the Bible is manifestly wrong, why should any of the rest of it be accepted automatically? . . .
What could be more foolish than to base one's entire view of life on ideas that, however plausible at the time, now appear to be
quite erroneous? And what would be more important than to find our true place in the universe by removing one by one these
unfortunate vestiges of earlier beliefs?” [What Mad Pursuit: A Personal View of Scientific Discovery]
James Watson (Nobel Prize winning co-discoverer of DNA structure) - "I don't think we're for anything, we're just products of
evolution. You can say 'Gee, your life must be pretty bleak if you don't think there's a purpose' but I'm anticipating a good
lunch." [The God Delusion]
James Madison (founding father) – “During almost fifteen centuries has the legal establishment of Christianity been on trial.
What have been its fruits? More or less in all places, pride and indolence in the Clergy, ignorance and servility in the laity, in
both, superstition, bigotry and persecution. . . .” [Memorial and Remonstrance]
George Clooney (actor) - “I don't believe in heaven and hell. I don't know if I believe in God. All I know is that as an individual,
I won't allow this life--the only thing I know to exist--to be wasted.” [Washington Post, 9/28/97]
Sigmund Freud (psychologist) - “Religion is comparable to a childhood neurosis.” [The Future of an Illusion]
Ingersoll
Arthur C. Clark (author) - “Religion is the most malevolent of all mind viruses. We should get rid of it as quick as we
can.” (Popular Science, August, ‘04)
Charlie Chaplin (actor) - “In Philadelphia, I inadvertently came upon an edition of Robert Ingersoll's Essays and Lectures. This
was an exciting discovery; his atheism confirmed my own belief that the horrific cruelty of the Old Testament was degrading to
the human spirit. [Charlie Chaplin, My Autobiography]
Lord Byron (poet) - Even Gods must yield - Religions take their turn: 'Twas Jove's - 'tis Mahomet's - and other Creeds Will rise
with other years, till Man shall learn Vainly his incense soars, his victim bleeds; Poor child of Doubt and Death, whose hope is
built on reeds. [Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Canto Two]
Marie Curie (scientist) - “[My husband] belonged to no religion and I did not practice any.” [What Do I Read Next?]
Ralph Waldo Emerson (philosopher) - "As men's prayers are a disease of the will, so are their creeds a disease of the
intellect." [Self-Reliance]

Believers often erroneously conclude that society will be damaged or destroyed if
it becomes more secular or a large percentage of its population becomes
nonbelievers. Statistics don’t support this, however. The 2004 United Nations’
Human Development Report ranked the countries of the world according to such
indicators of societal health as literacy, crime, income, human rights, mental
health, physical health, life expectancy, gender equality, quality and level of
education, etc. The top two healthiest countries were Norway and Sweden, and
these two nations have the highest percentage of nonbelievers in the world, with
average percentage of nonbelievers being around 70-80% in both cases (Free
Inquiry, Aug/Sep. 2006). These societies reject religion, yet they are the healthiest
two societies in the world in almost all the aforementioned categories. Clearly
secularism doesn’t lead to social ills.

Myths about Freethinkers

• Freethinkers are immoral ➞ Mature people do not blame or credit the
supernatural for their behavior. They take responsibility for their own actions,
and do not need bribes or threats of hellfire in order to obey secular laws.
• Non-believers are responsible for the worlds ills ➞ Religion brought us the Dark
Ages, the Crusades, the Inquisition, “witch burnings”, pogroms, religious wars
and “faith-based” terrorism. It has fueled bigotry, punished heretics, and fought
against social reforms and scientific progress. Without challenges to religious
authority and the scriptures, there would be no democracy, public education,
women’s rights, the pursuit of science, and medicine or the abolition of slavery.
• Freethinkers have no reason to live ➞ Our lives have meaning and fulfillment
already, thank you. The individual, not a “creator” endows human life with
meaning.
• There are no Freethinkers in foxholes ➞ Indeed there are! Many Freethinkers in
foxholes retained their rationality and lives while witnessing the deaths of those
who pray. Religious divisiveness is a major cause of war. Perhaps if there were
no religion, there would be no “foxholes”!
Eugene Debs (labor leader & reformer) - “. . .the press and the pulpit have in every age and every nation been on the side of the
exploiting class and the ruling class.” [Gene Debs: The Story of a Fighting American]
Charles Darwin (Biologist) – “…an agnostic would be the most correct description of my state of mind." [Life and Letters of
Charles Darwin]
Pete Stark (U.S. House Representative of California) - "[I am a] Unitarian who does not believe in a supreme being. I look
forward to working with the Secular Coalition to stop the promotion of narrow religious beliefs in science, marriage contracts, the
military and the provision of social service." [San Francisco Chronicle, 3/14/07]
Christopher Reeve (actor) - “. . . family, friends and well-wishers from around the world assured me that prayers and my faith in
God would comfort me. I tried to pray but I didn't feel any better, nor did I make any kind of connection with God.” [Nothing Is
Impossible: Reflections On a New Life]
Eleanor Roosevelt (first lady) - “The Bible…occupied many of my hours--and I think probably gave me many nightmares.” [This
Is My Story]
Matt Groening (creator of The Simpsons) - “Technically, I'm an agnostic, but I definitely believe in hell -- especially after
watching the fall TV schedule.” [The New York Times, 12/17/98]
David Hume (philosopher) - “The Christian religion not only was at first attended with miracles, but even at this day cannot be
believed by any reasonable person without one.” [An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding]
John Lennon (musician) - "I'm not pushing Buddhism, because I'm no more a Buddhist than I am a Christian; but there's one thing
I admire about the religion: There's no proselytizing." [Playboy, Jan, ‘81]
John Stuart Mill (philosopher) - “A large proportion of the noblest and most valuable teaching has been the work, not only of
men who did not know, but of men who knew and rejected the Christian faith.” [On Liberty]
Leslie Nielsen (actor) - “ There's an old saying that God exists in your search for him. I just want you to understand that I ain't
looking. ” [Esquire Magazine, April, ‘08]
Jack Nicholson (actor) - “My ethics basically are to live in the now, and that requires tremendous discipline. It's as close to a
religious sentiment as I have.” [AARP Magazine, March/April, ‘08]
B.F. Skinner (psychologist) – “Miss Graves [a teacher], though a devout Christian, was liberal. She explained, for example, that
one might interpret the miracles in the Bible as figures of speech. . . . Within a year I had gone to Miss Graves to tell her that I no
longer believed in God. 'I know,' she said, 'I have been through that myself.' But her strategy misfired: I never went through it.” [A
History of Psychology in Autobiography]
Uma Thurman (actress) - “I'm not a practicing anything. I've been brought up around Buddhism and I'm very interested in it, and
if I have any leaning I would lean toward Buddhist feelings. But as I have seen so many devout people, I wouldn't categorize
myself as a practicing person.” [Biography Magazine, Aug, ‘02]
George Carlin (comedian) – “I don't believe in religion, or a god, and I don't believe in all these man-made institutional
ideas.” [Reuters/Variety “notable Quotes,” 4/25/01]
Oscar Wilde (author & playwright) - Truth, in matters of religion, is simply the opinion that has survived.” [The Critic as Artist]
Bruce Willis (actor) - “Organized religions in general, in my opinion, are dying forms. They were all very important when we
didn't know why the sun moved, why weather changed, why hurricanes occurred, or volcanoes happened. Modern religion is the
end trail of modern mythology. But there are people who interpret the Bible literally. Literally! I choose not to believe that's the
way.” [George Magazine July, ‘98]

